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ABSTRACT

In 1993the FederalAviation Administration (FAA) begandeploying two new wind sheardetection systems: .theTerminal Doppler WeatherRadar (TDWR) and the third-generation Low Level
WindshearAlert System(I&WAS 3). Currently, nine airports arescheduledto receiveboth aTDWR
and an LLWAS 3. This number may eventually increaseto ashigh as45. When co-located, the systems will be integratedto provide a single set of wind shearalerts and improve’systemperformance.
The TDWR production schedulerequired one of three integration algorithms to be chosenfor
specification by fall 1991. The three algorithms are the prototype integration algorithm developed
at the National Center for Atmospheric Research(NCAR) and two algorithms developed at MIT
Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL). To assessthe performance of the three algorithms, MITiLL performed a study of the integration, TDWR, andLLWAS 3 algorithms at Orlando International Airport
(MCO) in the Summer of 1991. Based on the results of this study, Lincoln Laboratory and NCAR
issued a joint recommendation that the FAA procure one of the integration algorithms developed
at MIT/LL. This algorithm was demonstratedat the Orlando International Airport in the summer
of 1992.
We discuss results of the 1991 comparative study and a follow-up study of the TDWR,
LLWAS 3, and.MessageLevel integration algorithms at Orlando in 1992.All of the algorithms met
the requirement of detecting 90 percentof microburst level wind shearwith loss events.LLWAS 3,
Build 5 TDWR, andthe MIT/LL integration algorithms run with Build 5 TDWR, all met the requirement that lessthan 10percentof wind shearalertsbe false. TheNCAR prototype did not utilize Build
5 TDWR. Build 4 TDWR and all the integration algorithms run with Build 4 TDWR did not meet
the false-alert requirement.Detailed descriptionsof the algorithms are given. The methodology for
estimating various algorithm performancestatisticsbasedon a comparisonwith a dual-Doppler algorithm is detailed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1993the FederalAviation Administration (FAA) begandeploying two new wind sheardetection systems:the Terminal Doppler WeatherRadar (TDWR) [6] andthe third-generation, Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS 3) [8]. Currently nine airports are scheduledto receive both
a TDWR and an LLWAS 3. This number may eventually increaseto ashigh as45. When co-located,
the systemswill be integratedto provide a single set of wind shearalerts and improve systemperformance.
The TDWR production schedulerequired one of three integration algorithms to be chosenfor
specification by fall 1991. The three algorithms are the prototype integration algorithm developed
-atthe National Centerfor Atmospheric Research(NCAR) [5] and two algorithms developedat MIT
Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL). To assessthe performance of the three algorithms, MIT/LL performed a study of the integration, TDWR, andLLWAS 3 algorithms at Orlando International Airport
(MCO) in the summer of 1991. Based on the results of this study, Lincoln Laboratory and NCAR
issued a joint recommendation that the FAA procure one of the integration algorithms developed
at MIT/LL. This algorithm was demonstrated at the Orlando International Airport in the summer
of 1992.
This report presentsthe results of the 1991 comparative study and a follow-up study of the
TDWR, LLWAS 3, and MessageLevel integration algorithms on 1992 data collected at MCO. Detailed descriptions of the algorithms are given, followed by a section on datacollection at the Orlando testbed.Next, the methodology for estimating various algorithm performancestatistics basedon
a comparison with a dual-Doppler algorithm is detailed. Lastly, the results of applying this methodology to the various algorithms are presentedand discussedfor data setscollected during 1991 and
1992. Results of a study on the real-time operational impact of TDWR, LLWAS 3, and Message
Level integration in 1992 at MC0 are presentedin Appendix A.
The results presentedconcernonly the detection of wind shearwith a loss of headwind, considered the primary aviation wind shearhazard. While important, the ability to detect wind shearwith
a gain of headwind was not a determining factor in the comparison since eachintegration algorithm
usesthe samel.ogic to issue gain alerts.
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2. ALGORITHM

DESCRIPTIONS

This study analyzes the performance of six algorithms: the three candidateintegration algorithms, TDWR and LLWAS 3 as stand-alone systems,and a fourth integration algorithm included
to aid the comparison.Each algorithm producesa set of alphanumericrunway alerts.Each concrete
runway is associatedwith four operational runways, two for arrivals and two for departures,and
eachis issueda separatealert. Each alert containsan alert type, an intensity estimate,and a location
of first encounter.
The alert types are:
Microburst Alert (MBA), a wind shearwith a loss of head wind of 30 knots
or greater and
Wind Shear Alert (WSA), a wind shearwith a loss of head wind of at least
15 knots and lessthan 30 knots, or a gain of headwind of 15 knots or greater.

l

l

The intensity is the loss or gain in head wind that an aircraft flying along the flight path is expected to experience,rounded to the nearest5 knots.
The location of first encounter is the location on the flight path where an aircraft is expected
to first encounterthe wind shearevent. The location of first encounteris given as on-the-runway,
1 mile, 2 miles, or 3 miles from runway threshold.The maximum alert location is 2 miles for departure runways and 3 miles for arrival runways.
The integration algorithms are of two types: messagelevel and product level. Messagelevel
algorithms integrate the alpha-numeric runway alert messages.Product level algorithms integrate
intermediate algorithm products such as TDWR microburst shapes,TDWR features aloft [2], and
LLWAS divergencevalues. The integrated products are usedto generatethe alphanumeric alerts.
The four integration algorithms are:
l

l

l

l

Prototype Product Level (PL-A),
Product Level (PL-B),
MessageLevel (ML), and
Union (UN).

The integration algorithms vary significantly in the logic used to generateloss alerts, and the
logic employed by each is~discussedin detail below. All of the integration algorithms issue wind
shear alerts with a gain of head wind using the samelogic. LLWAS provides the wind shearwith
gain alerts inside its coverageregion and TDWR provides them outside of this region.
2.1. TDWR
TDWR detectswind shearby analyzing Doppler radarreturnsfrom an areacoveringthe airport.
Two versions of the T’DIL’R microburst algorithm were used to generatealerts for this study. The
3

first is the algorithm used in the initial TDWP deployment (Build 4), and the secondis an upgrade
to the first deployment (Build 5b). The Build 5 algorithm includesflightpatlz shear integration to
sharpenthe accuracyof the intensity estimates.The TDWR deployed with LLWAS 3 systemsuses
flight path shearintegration. The non-shear-integration method is included in this study because
the PL-A algorithm software did not use flight path shearintegration.
The TDWR microburst detection algorithm usesfour processingsteps:
1. Build loss segmentsby examining eachradial of Doppler datafor segments
of diverging radial velocities.
2. Group loss segments.
3. Fit microburst shapesto groups of loss segments.
4. Intersect microburst shapeswith runway corridors to determine runway
location and loss estimate.
Without flight path shearintegration the loss estimate for a given runway is the maximum loss
estimateof any microburst shapethat intersectsits runway corridor. When flight path shearintegration is used,the loss estimateis computedby integrating a fractional lossfrom eachmicroburst shape
along the runway corridor. This fractional loss is an estimate of the fraction of the maximum loss
from each microburst shapethat an aircraft may experience.
In addition to detecting diverging radial velocities, TDWR also detectsweather features aloft
that are associatedwith microburst activity. Thesefeatures include both Doppler signatures,such
as converging winds aloft, and reflectivity signatures,such as descendingstorm cores. These features are usedto reduce the time that it takes to issue an alert. If thesefeaturesare not present,the
microburst algorithm requires a detection on two successiveradar scansbefore issuing an alert. If
sufficient featuresaloft arepresent,the alert is issuedwith the first detectionof wind shear.Features
aloft play an important role in the product level integration algorithms.

2.2. LLWAS 3
LLWAS 3 detectswind shearby analyzing wind data gatheredfroma network of anemometers
surrounding the airport runways. Divergencesand convergencesin the surfacewind field are estimatedfrom the wind datafrom triples and pairs of anemometers.Divergencevaluesareusedto generate loss alerts and convergencevalues are used to generategain alerts.Detections of wind field
divergenceand convergenceare tested for statistical significance before they are used to issue an
alert. If a statistically significant divergenceis sufficiently large, the determination is made that a
microburst hasbeendetected.Due to the anemometernetwork spacing,it is likely that the measured
winds do not reflect the maximum outflow strength.Using a symmetry hypothesisand knowledge
of the network geometry,a statistically basedcorrectionfactor is applied to reducethe effect of under
measurement.If the divergence is not sufficiently large or if the detection is a convergence,no
correction factor is applied. In either case,the issuedalert is a directly-measured wind shearalong
the direction of each runway.

4

2.3. Product Level-A (PL-A)
The PL-A algorithm is the prototype product level integration algorithm developedat NCAR.
This algorithm attemptsto reducethe number of false wind shearlevel loss alerts by dropping weak
wind shearlevel LLWAS loss detectionsthat arenot near additional indications of hazardousweather (strongTDWR orLLWAS lossdetectionsor TDWR featuresaloft). After possibly dropping weak
wind shearlevel LLWAS loss detections,the algorithm issuesthe strongestalert generatedfrom either LLWAS or TDWR for eachoperationalrunway. If one system is generatinga loss alert and the
other is generatinga gain alert, the loss alert is,issued.A prototype of this algorithm was installed
and operatedat Stapleton International Airport in Denver from 1988 to 1991.
The logic usedby PL-A to convert LLWAS wind field divergence values into runway alerts
differs from the logic usedin LLWAS 3. PL-A scalesthe divergencevalues into loss estimatesand
mapsthem to a regulargrid. Next, it fits TDWR style microburst shapesto the gridded loss estimates.
Alerts arethen generatedby intersectingthe shapeswith the runway corridors using Build 4 TDWR
logic.

2.4. Product Level-B (PL-B)
The PL-B algorithm is a product level algorithm developed at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. This
algorithm is similar to PL-A, but usesstreamlinedprocessing,and attemptsto reducea greaternumber of false wind shearalertsaswell asfalse microburst alerts from both LLWAS andTDWR. Unlike
PL-A, this algorithm very closely follows the LLWAS 3 logic for converting wind field divergence
values into runway alerts. Like the PL-A algorithm, PL-B drops weak wind shear alerts from
LLWAS that are not near additional indications of hazardousweather.Weak wind shearalerts from
TDWR are treated in the samemanner.Additionally, weak microburst alerts, typically alerts with
a 30 knot loss estimate,that are not near indications of hazardousweather are reduced to 25 knot
wind shearalerts.This removesa microburst alert that is likely to be false, but still gives an indication
to the pilot that somelevel of wind shearmay be presentin casethe alert was not false. TDWR alerts
for eventslying outsidethe region of solidLLWAS detection coveragearenot subjectto the verification and modification process.
Algorithm thresholdsaresetfor individual runways. This is important sincesomerunways have
better LLWAS or TDWR coveragethan others.When the two systemsissueconflicting alert types,
gain vs. loss arbitration logic is applied to determine which alert to issue.When the two systemsare
issuing loss alerts, the strongestalert is issued, and when both are issuing a gain alert, the LLWAS
alert is issuedsinceLLWAS has beendemonstratedto issue more credible gain alerts than TDWR.
The details of the alert arbitration are given below in the section on the MessageLevel algorithm.
2.5. MessageLevel (ML)
The ML algorithm is a messagelevel algorithm developedat MJT Lincoln Laboratory [3 1.This
algorithm attempts to reduce false wind shear and microburst level alerts from both TDWP and
5

LLWAS 3 in much the sameway that PL-B does. Since this is a messagelevel algorithm the only
indications of hazardousweather are the TDWR and LLWAS runway alerts. Alerts from the two
systemsare compared on a runway-by-runway basis. Weak wind shearlevel alerts given by only
one system are dropped, and weak microburst alerts given by only one system are reducedto wind
shearlevel. Unlike the product level algorithms, when both systemsare issuing a loss alert the integratedloss estimate is basedon an averagingtechniqueto sharpenthe estimatedloss. When the two
systemsissueconflicting alert types,gain vs.loss arbitration logic is appliedto determine which alert
to issue.When both are issuing a gain alert, the LLWAS alert is issued,sinceLLWAS hasbeen demonstratedto issue more credible gain alerts than TDWR. TDWR alerts for events lying outside the
region of solid LLWAS detection coverageare not subject to the verification and modification process.The parametersthat control the logic to reducefalse alerts,sharpenlossestimates,and arbitrate
between loss and gain alerts are discussedin detail in [4].

2.5.X. Reduction of FalseLossAlerts
There are three types of “false” loss alerts:
1. Wind shearwith loss alerts (WSA) when there is no wind shearwith loss.
2. Microburst alerts (MBA) when there is no wind shearwith loss.
3. Microburst alertswhen thereis a wind shearwith loss,but the true loss value is below
30 knots, so the alert should have been issuedas a WSA.
The first two types are clearly false alerts. The third type of false alert is not, strictly speaking,
afalse alert; it is an over warning. The reduction of strictly false lossalertsis discussedin this section.
The reduction of over warning is accomplishedwhen eachsystemis issuing a loss alert for an operational runway and the integration algorithm joins the two loss estimates.This is discussedin the section entitled Joining Loss Alerts.
Less than 10 percent of the WSA with loss alerts from either TDWR or LLWAS are false, and
both systemshave fairly high detection ratesfor theseweak loss events.This allows the ML algorithm to require confirmation of weak alerts.For a given operationalrunway, if one systemis issuing
a WSA with lossbelow a specified thresholdthat is within coverageof the other systemand the other .
system is not issuing a loss alert, the alert is canceled.The thresholdsare set for each runway. For
example, when a runway has poor coverageby TDWR due to a poor viewing angle, the threshold
for requiring weak alerts from LLWAS to be confirmed by TDWR is setlow. This is done because
TDWR will miss somereal eventson that runway, and we do not want correct LLWAS alerts cancelled basedon a TDWR missed detection. Since there is always a chancethat a correct alert will
be canceleddue to a missed detectionby the other system,only very weak alerts are subject to this
confirmation process.
Weak microburst alerts are subject to a similar confiiation process.However, the consequencesof canceling a correct alert at this level are more severe.For this reason,a weak microburst
alert that is not confi.ied by a loss alert from the other systemis downgraded to a 25knot wind
shearwith loss alert instead of being cancelled.Again, the thresholdsare set for each runway.
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2.5.2. Alert Arbitration Between Loss and Gain Alerts
Alert arbitration is used to decide which alert to issue in the casethat one system is issuing a
loss alert and the other is issuing a gain alert for the sameoperational runway. Two guiding principles
are used. First, loss events are the more serious safety hazard unless the gain event is sufficiently
strongerthan the loss event.If the loss eventis at the microburst level, the loss eventis alwaysjudged
to be the more serious safety hazard. Second,changesbetween loss alert and gain alert should be
minimized. This is done by modifying the arbitration logic so that at each alert time it is easierto
issue an alert of the sametype as the last alert than it is to issue an alert of the opposing type.
More precisely, supposewe have both a loss alert and a gain alert for an operational runway.
If the loss alert is a microburst alert the arbitration issuesthe loss alert. If the loss alert is at the wind
shearlevel, there are three cases.

l

Case1: Supposethere were no alert for the last alert time. Then the lossalert is issuedunless
the gain alert is stronger than the loss alert by 15 knots or greater.
Case2: Supposethere were a loss alert for the last alert time. Then the loss alert is issued
unless the gain alert is stronger than the loss alert by 20 knots or greater.That is, if the last
alert were a loss alert the arbitration makes it harder for a gain to override the loss than in
case 1. This reducesthe likelihood of switching alert types from loss to gain.
Case3: Supposethere were a gain alert for the last polling cycle. Then the loss alert is issuedunless the gain alert is stronger than the loss alert by 10 knots or greater.In this case
the arbitration makes it easierto continue issuing a gain alert, or rather, it makesit harder
for the system to switch alert types from gain to loss.
The thresholds in the three casesabove are determined by a basic threshold; in this case, 15
knots. This threshold is adjustedup or down by a set amount; in this case5 knots, dependingon the
alert that was issuedfor the last polling cycle. Thesevaluesaresetduring systeminitialization. They
are user selectable,and these are the current recommendedvalues.
*

2.5.3. Joining Loss Alerts
When both systemsare issuing loss alerts for the sameoperational runway, the integrated loss
estimateis an averageof the two values.However; care must be taken to avoid issuing a seriousunderestimateof the strength of the event should one system issue a seriously low estimate. While it
is important that the issuedloss value accuratelyreflect the true strengthof an event,it is considered
a greater safety hazard to underestimate an event than it is to overestimatean event. Provided the
alert locations are within LLWAS coverage,the integrated loss value is set to:
minimum{ averageloss value, IQ x LLWAS loss value, K2 x TDWR loss value}.
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For this study, the values of RI, and K2 are setto 0.8. The minimum is used sincetheseare negative
values.This meansthat the averagevalue is issuedunless the averageis less than 80 percent of the
largest value from either system. The integrated loss estimate cannot be adjusteddownward more
than 20 percent from the strongestof the two alerts. If the TDWR alert location is outside LLWAS
coverage,the integratedloss estimate is the maximum of the two alerts. When a substantialportion
of the outflow is outsidethe LLWAS network, it is not deemedsafeto averagethe two loss estimates.
2.5.4. Joining Gain Alerts
The mathematicsused to compute the integrated gain estimate when both systemsare issuing
a gain alert for the sameoperational runway is similar to the mathematicsusedto integrate loss estimates.However, the the parametersare set to achieve an estimate using a very different logic. Provided both alerts are within LLWAS coverage,the integrated gain estimate is set to:

.

maximum{average gain value, K1 x LLWAS gain value, K2 x TDWR gain value}.
Here, Kr is set to one and K2 is set to zero. This causesthe LLWAS gain alert to always be chosen
if the event is inside LLWAS coverage.If the TDWR gain location is outsideLLWAS coverage,the
integratedgain estimateis the maximum of the two estimates.The mathematicsallows the algorithm
to incorporate the TDWR gain estimatein the future if TDWR is upgradedto provide more reliable
gain estimates.
2.6. Union
The Union algorithm is a messagelevel algorithm that issuesthe strongestalert from either system for each operational runway. Any loss alert overrides any gain alert, and no attempt is madeto
reducefalse alerts or to adjust the loss or gain estimates.This simple algorithm is usedas a baseline
for measuringthe benefits of the other integration algorithms asthey increasein complexity and cost
from ML to PL-B to PL-A.

J
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3. TESTBED
The data for this study were collected at the Lincoln Laboratory testbedat the Orlando Intemational Airport (MCO). The testbedlayout is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. 1991 Orlando testbed

3.1. LLWAS Data
The LLWAS data were collected from three anemometernetworks: six-sensor LLWAS, ninesensorLLWAS , and 15-sensorLL mesonet.The six-sensorLLWAS network is the PhaseII LLWAS .
usedby the FAA to provide wind sheardetection coveragefor MCO. The six commissionedsensors
were moved to sites chosen for the LLWAS 3 and placed on LLWAS 3 poles. The nine-sensor
anemometernetwork is a non-commissioned PhaseII LLWAS that has been modified to poll nine
sensors.It consistsof nine sensorsthat are to be addedto the original six sensorsto complete the
LLWAS 3 for MCO. A 15-sensoranemometernetwork on lOO-foot poleswas installed by MITLincoin Laboratory to enlarge the coverageregion.
The asynchronousdatafrom the three networks were mergedinto ten-second synchronousarchive records.Each record contains the sensorwinds at all 30 sensorsfor a l&second time period.
The resulting data records are similar to the data recordsin the LORAL Data SystemsLLWAS III.
Each record containsthe most recentdatafrom eachsensorduring the previous ten seconds.Missing
and/or corrupted data were flagged in the archive.
9

3.2. TDWR Data
The Lincoln Laboratory TDWR testbedradar (FL-2C) provided the TDWR base data. The
TDWR products neededfor the product level integration algorithms were collected during normal
FL-2C operations.TDWR alertswere generatedusing the TDWR runway alert algorithm both with
and without flight path shearintegration.
The TDWR microburst shapesand alert values neededby PGA were generatedby software
provided by NCAR.
3.3. Dual-Doppler Data
The radar data used to generatethe dual-Doppler wind fields were collected from FL-2C and
the University of North Dakota Doppler radar (UND). The FL-2C radar scannedthe standard
TDWR coverageregion mandatedfor MCO. The UND scansectorwas chosento completely cover
the anemometer network. Dual-Doppler data were available in 1991 only. In 1992, the UND
Doppler data were not of sufficient quality to produce dual-Doppler wind fields.
3.4. Weather Summary
It is important to haveenoughcasesso that the evaluationis statistically significant. The 20 days
used in this study were chosen becausethey contained an assortmentof wind shearevents,from
strong microbursts to marginal wind shears.They also had complete data, allowing a good set of
comparison alerts to be generated.Tables 1 and 2 give summary accountsof the wind shearevents
for the twenty days. The approximate numbersof runway minutes of alerts is the number of polls
of alerts divided by six, the number of polls per minute. If a lO-minute eventimpacts threerunways,
there are 30 runway minutes of impact. The maximum lossis the maximum loss experiencedon any
runways during the day as determined from the comparisonalerts (SeeSection 4.).

(Date, Approximate
Date
71-lo/91
7/l 7191
7125191
7130191
8/2/91
813191
819191
8/l O/91
8/31/91
9/7/s 1
Total

MBA
27
70
0
0
35
3
245
64
258
4
706

Table 1.
1991 Weather Summary
Runway Minutes of Alerts, Maximum Loss)
ws/
LOSS
94
58
45
74
357
219
184
179
161
349
1720
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ws/
GAIN
18
42
213
0
57
5
58
29
83
126
631

Max Loss
(knots)
-66
-44
-29
-36
-40
-45
-89
-62
-52
-32

Table 2.
1992 Weather Summary
(Date, Approximate Runway Minutes of Alet-@, Maximum LOSS)
Date
6l2l92
613192
6/I 2l92
6121192
6/30/92
7l7/92
7/l 9192
8/l I92
8/3/92
8/l 4192
Total

MBA
0
97
0
81
108
249
36
281
129
179
1160

WSI
LOSS
244
539
39
359
496
484
651
803
562
359
4536

WSI
GAIN
0
99
3
313
264
178
132
585
317
89
1980
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Max Loss
Iknots)
-38
-40
-29
-51
-47
-63
-56
-65
-49
-79

4. EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

The alert type and loss/gainestimatefrom eachalgorithm alert was comparedagainsta comparison alert generatedfrom Doppler measurementsalong the flight path of the given operational runway. The resultsof this comparison were usedto generateperformancemeasuressuchasprobability
of detection, probability of false alert, and overall system accuracy.In 1991, the comparison alerts
were generatedfrom a dual-Doppler-based wind sheardetection algorithm. This allowed an evaluation for runways that are not aligned with the TDWR line of sight. In 1992,comparison alerts were
generatedin a manner similar to 1991, but due to UND data quality problems, only TDWR data
were used.This limited the 1992evaluation to runways aligned with the TDWR line of site. Comparison alertsfrom either the dual-Doppler algorithm or direct Doppler measurementsalong the flight
path, while not perfect, provide a good estimate of the actual wind shearconditions.
The three real runways at MC0 cover only a small region limiting the number of microburst
impacts. Furthermore, TDWR is is sited to look directly down the real runways, which is an especially advantageoussituation for the TDWR algorithm. In 1991, 14 imaginary runways were laid
out in the region coveredby the anemometernetwork to capture additional microburst impacts and
to give an assortmentof runways at different anglesto the TDWR line of sight. In 1992, two imaginary runways oriented north/south were used in addition to the real runways.
4.1. Dual Doppler
Dual-Doppler alerts are constructedin three steps:
1. Compute a two-dimensional wind field by combining observationsfrom two
radars.
2. Compute runway alerts from each dual-Doppler wind field.
3. Interpolate the runway alerts in time to produce dual-Doppler alerts at the
time of the algorithm alerts.
The two-dimensional wind field is computed using standarddual-Doppler analysis [ 11.To do .
this processing,the observationsfrom the radars must be nearly simultaneous,and the directions
from the point of interest to the two radarsmust be substantially different. Dual-Doppler computations are done for eachpoint in a grid covering the areaof interest. The grid spacingused was 150
meters.
Once the two-dimensional wind field hasbeen computed, loss alerts and gain alerts are computed for eachoperational runway flight path. This is done by computing the runway oriented components of each wind vector near a flight path and using these componentsto find the maximum
sustainedloss and the maximum sustainedgain with shearsabove specified thresholds.
Two setsof dual-Doppler alerts are computed. One set is computed using dual-Doppler data
points within a narrow (300 meter wide) corridor. The other setis computedusing dual-Doppler data
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points within a wide (1800 meter wide) corridor. Each corridor covers a runway and extends out
from the runway 3 nm for arrival runways and 2 nm for departurerunways. The loss alerts generated
for the narrow corridor require a shearabove 2.5 m/s/km and the gain alerts require a shearabove
1.9 m/s/km. These shearthresholdscorrespondto a loss of 20 knots over a distance of 4 km and a
gain of 15 knots over 4 km, which are the standardminimum hazardousshearthresholds.The loss
alerts generatedfor the wide corridor require a shearabove 2 m/s/km and the gain alerts require a
shearabove 1 m/s/km.
The viewpoint of the study is that a dual-Doppler alert in the narrow corridor must be matched
by an algorithm alert and that an algorithm alert is not consideredfalse if it is matched by a dualDoppler alert in the wide corridor. That is, if the dual-Doppler algorithm detectsa loss with a strong
shearon the flight path, an algorithm must issuean alert or it will be countedas missing a detection.
Such an event is clearly a hazard and must be detected.Conversely,if the dual-Doppler algorithm
detectsa loss with a low shearor one that is well to the side of the center line, the event is marginal
and an algorithm need not issue an alert. If an alert is issuedfor a marginal event, it is not counted
asfalse since some loss with shearis present.
Since a dual-Doppler analysisis available approximately every 60 secondsand algorithm alerts
are issued every 10 seconds,linear interpolation betweendual-Doppler alert values is used to find
the dual-Doppler alert value at the time of the algorithm alert. We required the time difference between the dual-Doppler analysesjust before and after the algorithm alert time be less than 90 seconds.If the difference is greater,wind shearvaluescan fluctuate enough to make linear interpolation questionable.
4.2. Alert Statistics
Alert statisticssuchasprobability of detection(POD) and probability that an issuedalert is false
(PFA) are computed by comparing algorithm alerts to a set of comparison alerts.Each operational
runway is in one of four alert states,microburst (MBA), wind shearwith loss (WSL), wind shear
with gain (WSG), and no alert (Null). The alert statisticsassessthe ability of an algorithm to place
a runway in the samealert stateas the comparison alert.
Computing alert statisticsfor each algorithm consistsof three steps:
1. Build contingency tables.
2. Compute detection statisticsfrom contingency tables.
3. Compute false alert statisticsfrom contingency tables.
4.2.1. Contingency Tables
Figure 2 shows an example of a contingency table. Each row of a contingency table represents
a different alert stateasdeterminedby the algorithm: MBA, WSL, WSG, or Null. The columns representthe samealert statesfor the comparisonalerts.The table entries are filled by comparing each
14

comparison alert state
MBAWSL WSG Null
MBA
WSL
WSG
Null

algorithm
alert state

Figure 2. Contingency table.

algorithm alert to its associatedcomparison alert and incrementing the appropriate entry. After
matching all of the alerts the table contains a count for each alert pair. Thesecounts are then used
to compute the various system performance probabilities.
During the Doppler processing, the data are smoothedand interpolated to the grid points of interest.This causeserrors in the resulting wind field. Additional errors in the comparison alerts are
introduced by the temporal interpolation. A margin of error of k5 knots was used in building the
contingency table to account for theseinaccuracies.
Figure 3 illustrates the effects of this margin of error. For poll 1 only a Null alert is considered
correct. For polls 2 and 3 only a Null alert,or a WSL alert is consideredcorrect. For poll 4 only
a WSL alert is consideredcorrect. For polls 5 and 6 only a WSL alert or an MBA alert is considered
correct. And for poll 7 only an MBA alert is consideredcorrect.For example,given a 30-knot algorithm alert and the 27-knot comparison alert, both alerts are tallied as microburst alerts. Thus, the
counter corresponding to the first row and first column would be incrementedby one.

1 Dual- Dowler
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--_------------------------
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Figwc 3. E&k-r of the 5-knot uncertainty in dual-Doppler alerts.
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4.2.2. Computation of Detection Statistics
Three measuresof detection were usedto evaluateeachalgorithm: the probability of a loss given a microburst-POD(LIMB), the probability of a loss given a microburst or a wind shearwith lossPOD(LIL), and the probability of a microburst given a microburst-POD(MBIMB). These are computed from the contingency table built using comparison alerts from the narrow runway corridor.
The POD(LIMB) is the probability that either a WSL or an MBA was issuedwhen the comparison alert indicates an MBA. This is computed from the contingency table by taking the sum of the
first two rows of the first column and dividing by the total of all the elementsin the first column.
The POD(LIL) is the probability that either a WSL or an MBA was issuedwhen the comparison
- alert indicates a WSL or an MBA. This is computedfrom the contingency table by summing the four
elementsin the first two rows of columns one and two and dividing by the total of all the elements
in the first two columns.
The final detection statistic, POD(MBIMB), is the probability that an MBA was issued when
the comparison alert indicates an MBA. This is computed from the contingency table by taking the
elementin the first row, first column and dividing by the total of all the elementsin the first column.
4.2.3. Computation of False Alert Statistics
Four false alert statistics were usedto evaluateeach algorithm: the probability of false microburst (PFA(MB)), the probability of false wind shear (PFA(WSL)), the probability of false lossPFA(L), and the probability of microburst over warning (OW(MB)). Theseare computed from the
contingency table built using comparison alerts from the wide runway corridor.
The PFA(MB) is the probability that an MBA was issued when the comparison alert indicates
no loss. This is computed from the contingency table by taking the sum of the last two columns of
the first row and dividing by the total of all the elements in the first row.
The PFA(WSL) is the probability that a WSL alert was issuedwhen the comparison alert indi- .
catesno loss. This is computedfrom the contingency table by taking the sum of the last two columns
of the secondrow and dividing by the total of all the elements in the secondrow.
The PFA(L) is the probability that a WSL or an MBA alert was issuedwhen the comparison
alert indicates no loss. This is computed from the contingency table by summing the four elements
in the last two columns of rows one and two and dividing by the total of all the elementsin the first
two rows.
The final statistic, OW(MB), is the probability that an MBA alert was issuedwhen the comparisonalert indicates a WSL. That is, the alert, while not false, is an incorrect useof MBA. This is computed from the contingency table by taking the secondelement in the first row and dividing by the
total of all the elementsin the first row.
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4.3. Loss Accuracy Histograms
Another important measureof system performance is the ability of an algorithm to correctly
estimate the loss associatedwith a wind shear.This is evaluatedby constructing a histogram of differences between algorithm loss estimatesand comparison alert loss estimates.First the difference
between each comparison alert value and corresponding algorithm alert value is computed. Then
the histogram is built by dividing the range of differences into five-knot bins and keeping count of
the number of differences that fall into each bin.
There are three principal characteristicsof the accuracyhistograms.The first is the bias, or how
closely the peak of the histogram coincides with the center bin of differences. The secondis skewness,or how symmetric the distribution is. Any bias or skewnessin the histogram indicates a tendency to under warn or over warn. The third is variance, or how much the accuracyvalues are spread
out among the bins. Ideally, the bin values should cluster strongly around the central bin.
During the processof building the histograms we also compute the fraction of loss estimates
that are within 5 knots, 10 knots, etc., of the comparison alert loss estimates.
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5. RESULTS

5.1. Alert Statistics
In 1991, TDWR, LLWAS 3, and four integration algorithms were evaluatedon 10 days. Alerts
were generatedfor a variety of runways, both parallel and non-parallel to the TDWR line of sight.
TDWR, and thus the integration algorithms, are expectedto perform best on runways parallel to the
TDWR line of sight, so the other runways are included to test the algorithms in a more difficult environment. Results are reported for the parallel runways, non-parallel runways, and all the runways
as a group.
The real runways at MC0 are all parallel to the TDWR line of sight and are in the coverage
region of the LLWAS sensors.The non-parallel runways have LLWAS coverageprovided by the
Lincoln anemometernetwork. The data quality from this network is not as high as the data quality
from a commissioned LLWAS 3 network. The data are of sufficient quality for algorithm comparison since any degradation in performance will be experiencedby each integration algorithm. The
LLWAS 3 performance numbers for the non-parallel runways should be consideredconservative
estimates of the true performance of the system.
The data setfor runways that areparallel to the TDWR line of sight is much more extensivethan
the data set for the non-parallel runways due to problems with the Lincoln anemometernetwork.
Only 6 percent of the MBA and 22 percent of the WS/Loss occur on non-parallel runways. This
gives greater statistical significance to the performanceresults for the parallel runways. The results
for the non-parallel runways, while not as statistically significant, especially for measuresrelated
to MBA, provide insight to the relative benefits of the different integration algorithms.
5.1.1. 1991 Without Flight Path Shear Integration
The TDWR deployed with LLWAS 3 systemswill use flight path shearintegration. The alert
statistics, shown in Tables 3 through 5, obtained without flight path shearintegration are included
.
in this study becausethe PL-A algorithm software did not use flight path shearintegration.
The detection statistics are very high for eachalgorithm. The probability of issuing a loss alert
when a microburst strength wind shearis presenton the flight path is above90 percent,the required
minimum detection level. A more demanding metric is the probability of issuing an MBA when a
microburst strength wind shearis presenton the flight path. Each algorithm achieves90 percentor
abovefor this metric as well.
The maximum allowedPFAQ is 10 percent.TDWR without flight path shearintegration does
not meet this minimum, having a PFAQ of 15 percent overall, and 38 percent on those runways
that arenot parallel to the TDWR line of sight. Despitevarying successat removing false alerts,some
of thesefalse alerts carry through the integration algorithms, each of which fails to achievethe 10
percent maximum.
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Both the PL-B and ML algorithms issuefewer false microburst alerts, the most seriousof the
false alerts, than the Union algorithm. Of the four integration algorithms, ML has the lowest
PFA(MB) at two percent, and PL-A has the highest PFA(MB) at six percent.
ML, with a PFA(WS) of 19 percent, is the only integration algorithm with a lower PFA(WS)
than the Union algorithm. Of the four integration algorithms, PL-A has the highest PFA(WS) at
23 percent.
TDWR without flight path shearintegration hasa bias towards issuing loss alert valuesthat are
greater than the alert values determined from the dual-Doppler algorithm. This can be seenfrom
the loss accuracy histograms that follow. This gives rise to a microburst over warning (OW(MB))
of 3 1 percentfor TDW’R. LLWAS also tendsto over warn. This is due primarily to the compensation
for the sparsenessof the anemometernetwork, not a high bias.The microburst over warning of both
TDWR andLLWAS causesthe integration algorithms to over warn aswell. Both PL-B andML issue
fewer microburst over warnings than the Union algorithm. Of the four integration algorithms, ML
has the lowest OW(MB) at 27 percent, and PL-A has the highest OW(MB) at 37 percent.

s
e

Table 3.
1991 Probability Statistics
‘Without Fight Path Shear integration
Runways Parallel to TDWR Line of Sight
P~D(L~MB)
POD(LjL)
POD(MBjMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

TDWR
99
93
97
3
11
7
28

LLWAS
97
77
91
2
1
2
22

UN
99
94
98
4
11
7
30

PL-A
98
93
97
4
13
8
32

PL-B
100
94
99
2
12
7
29

ML
99
93
97
1
10
6
24

Table 4.
1991 Probability Statistics
Without Flight Path Shear Integration
Runways Not Parallel to TDWR Line of Sight
POD(LIMB)
POD(LlL)
POD(MBIMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

TDWR
100
87
98
17
43
38
51

LLWAS
92
71
85
IO
3
6
51

UN
100
91
98
14
43
36
57
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PL-A
100
93
99
16
42
33
59

PL-B
100
91
99
13
41
36
53

*

ML
100
91
98
I1
36
32
52

v

Table 5.
1991 Probability Statistics
Without Flight Path Shear Integration
All Runways
TDWR
POD(LIMB)
POD(LIL)
POD(MBIMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

99
92
97
4
22
15
31

LLWAS
97
76
90
3
2
2
25

UN
99
93
98
5
22
15
33

PL-A
98
93
97
6
23
14
37

PL-B
100
94
99
4
22
15
31

ML
99
93
97
2
19
13
27

51.2. 1991 With FIight Path Shear Integration
The alert statistics in this section, shown in Tables 6 through 8, more accurately reflect the expected performance of a fielded system since all TDWR co-located with LLWAS 3 will use flight
path shearintegration. The PL-A algorithm is not evaluatedin this sectionsinceit did not useTDWR
with flight path shearintegration.
All of the algorithms detect wind shearwith a loss of headwind very well. For eachalgorithm,
the probability of issuing a loss alert when a microburst strengthwind shearis presenton the flight
path is above 90 percent, the required minimum detection level. A more demanding metric is the
probability of issuing an MBA when a microburst strength wind shearis presenton the flight path.
Each algorithm achieves90 percent or abovefor this metric as well.

n

The false a.lertstatistics show a large improvement for TDWR and the integration algorithms
when flight path shearintegration is used.The maximum allowed PFA(L) is 10 percent. All of the
algorithms meet this standard. TDWR still issuesan excessivenumber of false alerts on runways
that are not parallel to the TDWR line of sight. The integration algorithms give a slight reduction .
in the number of false alerts; however, their PFA(L) remajns high on theserunways.
Both the PL-B and ML algorithms issue fewer false microburst alerts, the most seriousof the
false alerts, than the Union algorithm. Of the three integration algorithms, ML has the lowest
PFA(MB) at one percent, and the Union hasthe highestPFA(MB) at three percent.ML also has the
lowest PFA(WS) at nine percent, and the Union has the highest PFA(WS) at 11 percent.
TDWR with flight path shearintegration achievesa much lower OW(MB) than without flight
path shearintegration. The integration algorithms still must contendwith the microburst over waming from LLWAS. Both PL-B and ML reduce microburst over warning relative to the Union algorithm, with ML giving the greatestreduction. Of the three integration algorithms, ML hasthe lowest
OW(MB) at 14.percent, and Union has the highest OW(MB) at 23 percent.
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Table 6.
1991 Probability Statistics
With Flight Path Shear Integration
Runways Parallel to TDWR Line of Sight
TDWR
POD(LjMB)
POD(LIL)
POD(MBIMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

98
90
96
‘0
1
1
5

LLWAS

UN
99
91
97
2
1
2
20

97
77
91
2
1
2
22

PL-B
99
92
98
1
1
1
14

ML
98
90
96
0
2
1
12

Table 7.
1991 Probability Statistics
With Flight Path Shear Integration
Runways Not Parallel to TDWR Line of Sight
POD(LIMB)
POD(LIL)
POD(MBIMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

TDWR
100
82
91
13
31
29
37

LLWAS
92
71
85
IO
3
6
51

UN
100
90
92
11
30
26
51

PL-B
100
9b
91
13
28
26
46

ML
100
88
91
12
26
24
41

Table 8.
1991 Probability Statistics
With Flight Path Shear Integration
All Runways
TDWR
POD(LIMB)
POD(LIL)
POD(MBlMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

98
89
96
1
IO
7
8

LLWAS
97
76
90
3
2
2
25

UN
99
91
97
3
11
8
23

22

PL-B
100
92
98
2
IO
7
17

ML
98
90
96
1
9
7
14

51.3. 1992 With Flight Path Shear Integration
In 1992 only TDWR with i-light path shearintegration, LLWAS 3, and the ML algorithm were
tested. Due to poor quality Doppler data from the UND radar, only runways oriented north/south
were used in the evaluation. The alert statistics are shown in Table 9.
The detection statistics are slightly below those achievedin 1991. Both TDWR and Message
Level achieve a POD(MB) well above 90 percent.LLWAS has a POD(MB) of 87 percent, slightly
below the required 90 percent. The LLWAS anemometernetwork doesnot extend to the full three
miles from the runways, making it very difficult to achievea 90 percentdetection probability over
the entire airport region.
The false alert statisticsare higher than in 1991. However, the PFA(L) values are well below
the maximum allowed value of 10 percent, and each algorithm issuesvery few false microburst
alerts. The microburst over warning statistics are also higher than in 1991.
Table 9.
1992 Probability Statistics
With Flight Path Shear Integration
Runways Parallel to TDWR Line of Sight
POD(LIMB)
POD(LIL)
POD(MBIMB)
PFA(MB)
PFA(WS)
PFA(L)
OW(MB)

TDWR
96
88
86
2
3
2
17

LLWAS
87
71
66
6
3
4
28

ML
97
86
86
4
3
4
21

5.2. Accuracy Statistics
Results on the accuracyof the loss estimatesarereportedin two forms. Both relate to the accuracy of the loss estimatesfor times and runways where the comparison alerts indicate a microburst
level hazard. The first foml is a table giving the percentageof algorithm alerts with a loss estimate
within a fixed number of knots of the comparisonalert loss estimate,and the median error in knots.
This gives an overall assessmentof system accuracyand bias. The secondform are histogramsgiving the percentageof alerts that differ from the comparisonalert valuesby a multiple of 5 knots ~t2.5
knots.
5.2.1. 1991 Without Flight Path Shear Integration
Table 10 gives the percentageof alerts that fall within a range of the loss estimate from its
associatedcomparisonalert andthe median error in knots.The table showsLLWAS is more accurate
23

thanTDWR without flight path shearintegration. The integration algorithms are slightly more accurate than TDWR, but noneare asaccurateasLLWAS. The ML algorithm is significantly more accurate than the other integration algorithms.
Table IO.
1991 Accuracy Statistics
Without Flight Path Shear Integration
% -+ 2.5 knots
% + 7.5 knots
% + 12.5 knots
% -+ 17.5 knots

TDWR
8
28
53
70

LLWAS
16
50
74
88

Union
8
28
54
71

PL-A
8
31
59
76

PL-B
8
28
54
71

ML
17
43
63
78

median error (kts)

11.7

3.5

11.6

10.7

11.6

8.6

Figure 4 showsthat TDWR without flight path shearintegration consistently over estimatesthe
strengthof the loss associatedwith microburst level events,being centeredat 11.7knots. This is the
expectedresult; complaints of microburst overwarning led to the development of the flight path
shearintegration algorithm to refine the TDWR loss estimates.
Figure 5 showsthat LLWAS on averageproducesaccurateloss estimates,with a histogram centered at 3.5 knots. The wide spreadof values is the result of the undersampling of the microburst
outflow due to the sparsenessof the anemometernetwork, and the correspondingstatistical correction for the undersampling. The LLWAS results are independentof flight path shearintegration.
Figures 6 and 7 for the Union and PL-B integration algorithms arevery similar to the histogram
for TDWR. The fact that thesealgorithms do not producea significant increasein the over estimation

925-20-1530-5
0 5 IO 15 20225
alert value- comparisonvalue (knots)
Figure 4. 1991 TDWRloss accuracy histogram withoutflightpath shear integration.
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Figure 5. 1991 LLWASloss accuracy histogram.
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alert value- comparisonvalue (knots)
Figure 6. 1991 Union (PGB) loss accuracy histogram withoutjlightpath shear integration.

of the loss valuesrelative to TDWR arisesbecausethe TDWR alerts arenearly always strongerthan
the LLWAS alerts so the integrated alert values are usually the TDWR alert values. Figure 8 shows
that the averagingof matchedloss estimatesby the ML algorithm hasreducedthe amount of the over
estimation of the loss value, however a significant amount remains.
5.2.2. 1991 With Flight Path Shear Integration
The TDWR flight path shearintegration algorithm was developedto reducethe over estimation
in the TDWR loss estimates.Figure 9 and table 11 show that with this algorithm TDWR produces
more accuratelossestimateswithout incurring a significant amount of underwarnmg. TDWR issues
loss estimatesthat are closer to the comparison loss estimatesthan LLWAS, although TDWR has
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alert value- comparisonvalue (knots)
Figure 7. 1991 PGA loss accuracy histogram without flight path shear integration.
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Figure 8. 1991 ML loss accuracy histogrwn without flight path shear integration.

a larger median error than LLWAS. This apparentdiscrepancyarisesfrom the larger spreadof the
errors in the LLWAS loss estimatesrelative to the spreadof errors in the TDWR loss estimates,as
seenin figures 5 and 9. The percentageof loss estimatesfrom the Union andPL-B algorithms near
the loss estimatesfrom the comparison alerts z&-esimilar to thosefor LLWAS, although their median
errors are larger. The ML algorithm has the highest accuracyof the integration algorithms and producesmore accurateloss estimatesthan TDWR and LLWAS by most measures.
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alert value- comparisonvalue(knots)
Figure 9. 1991 TDWR loss accuracy histogram with flight path shear integration.

Table 11.
1991 Accuracy Statistics
With Flight Path Shear integration

.
.

% + 2.5 knots

TDWR
19

LLWAS
16

Union
15

PL-B
16

ML
23

%
%
%

sr.7.5 knots
-+ 12.5 knots
2 17.5 knots

57
83
93

50
74
88

47
75
89

49
76
90

60
81
93

median error (kts)

5.6

3.5

7.5

7.1

4.6

Figure 9 shows that TDWR with flight path shear integration has a high bias, but this bias is
lessthan before flight path shearintegration was added.The histogram is nearly symmetric, andten- .
tered at 5.6 knots. The results in figure 5 still hold for LLWAS, since LLWAS is not affected by the
introduction of flight path shearintegration. Figures 10 and 11 show that both the Union andPL-B
algorithms haveahigher bias than either TDWR orLLWAS. Their histogramsarenearly symmetric,
centered at 7.5 knots and 7.1 knots, ‘respectively, and have a spreadsimilar to the histogram for
TDWR. Figure 12 shows that the ML algorithm has a high bias, although it is reduced from both
TDWR and the other integration algorithms and approachesthe bias in LLWAS. The ML histogram
is nearly symmetric and has a spreadsimilar to the histogram for TDWR.
52.3. 1992 With Flight Path Shear Integration
The accuracy statistics for 1992 indicate that the perfomranceof the systemswas not as good
as in 1991. Table 12 gives the accuracy statistics for TDWR with flight path shear integration,
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Figure 10. 1991 Union TDWR loss accuracy histogram withflightpath shear integration.
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Figure 11. 1991 PGB loss accuracy histogram with flight path shear integration.

LLWAS 3, and the ML algorithm. Unlike in 1991, LLWAS produced more accurateloss estimates
than TDWR as measuredby both distribution of errors and median error. The performance of the
ML algorithm is between that of LLWAS and TDWR.
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~-25-20-15-10-5 0 5 10 15 20225
alert value - comparisonvalue (knots)
Figure 12. 1991 ML loss accuracy histogram withflightpath shear integration.

Table 12.
1991 Accuracy Statistics
With Flight Path Shear Integration
%+
%7
%+
%+

2.5 knots
7.5 knots
12.5 knots
17.5 knots

TDWR
15
43
68
84

median error (MS)

7.6

LLWAS
18
47
70
87

ML
15
45
70
86

5.3

7.2

Figure 1.3shows a higher bias in TDWR than in 1991. The histogram is centeredat 7.6 knots
and is fairly symmetric. Figure 14 showsthat LLWAS in 1992 ‘alsohad a higher bias than in 1991,
although the spreadof values is reduced.The LLWAS histogram is centeredat 5.3 knots, giving a
lower bias than TDWR. Figure 15 shows that the ML algorithm has a smaller spread than either
TDWR or LLWAS and is centeredat 7.2 knots.
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Figure 13. I992 TDWRloss accuracy histogram wilh flight path shear integration.

alert value- comparisonvalue (knots)
Figure 14. 1991 LL.WASloss accuracy histogram.
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Figrue 15. 1992 ML loss accuracy histogram withj!ight path shear integration.
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6. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

Each of the algorithms pelfomled very well. With the introduction of the flight path shearintegration to TDWR, all of the integration algorithms easily betteredthe required 90 percentprobability of detection for microburst level wind shearevents,with less than the 10 percent maximum allowed false alert percentagewhen consideredover all runways studied. All of the algorithms have
a high bias, but at levels that are not detrimental to airport operations.By eachmeasurestudied,the
ML integration algorithm provided performance superior to the other integration algorithms.
Based on an extensive review of the algorithms, evaluation methodology, and results, NCAR
andLincoln Laboratory issuedajoint recommendationto the FAA that the ML algorithm be chosen
asthe production TDWlVLLWAS 3 integration algorithm. Raytheon is incorporating this algorithm
into build 5 of the TDWR software.
The excellent performance reported for TDWR andLLWAS 3 is due in part to the test location.
The Orlando environment is particularly favorable to wind sheardetection algorithms. Microbursts
there are usually large, syminetric, and havea high moisture content and so areeasierfor the integration subsystemsto detect.However, evenin a benign environment, integration hasan advantageover
LLWAS 3 in detection of wind shearwith a loss of head wind due to TDWR’s greatercoverageregion and spatial density of data. Integration also has an advantageover TDWR due to LLWAS 3’s
rapid update rate and superior ability to detect wind shearwith a gain of headwind, which was not
considered in this study.
In 1992, NCAR conducted an operational demonstration of the ML algorithm at Stapleton International Airport. The NCAR results in Denver show the benefits of integrating TDWR and
LLWAS 3 are much greater in that environment than in Orlando [7].
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ACRONYMS

AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARTCC

Air Route Traffic Control Center

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

kt

knot

LLWAS 3

Low Level Wind ShearAlert System, third generation

MB

Microburst

MBA

Microburst Alert

MC0

Orlando Intelnational Airport

MIT/LL

MIT Lincoln Laboratory
MessageLevel algorithm

NCAR/RAP

National Center for Atmospheric Research/ResearchApplications group

Null

No alert

ow

Over Warning

PFA

Probability of False Alert

PWJ-J

Probability of False Alert (Loss)

PFA(MB)

Probability of False Alert (Microburst)

PFA(WS)

Probability of False Alert (wind shear)

PEEP

Pilot Report

PL-A

Product Level-A algorithm

PL-B

Product Level-B algorithm

POD

Probability of Detection

TDWR

Terminal Doppler WeatherRadar

TRACON

Temtinal Radar Approach Control
University of North Dakota

WSA

Wind ShearAlert

WSL

Wind Shearwith Loss

WSG

Wind Shearwith Gain
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A PIREP-BASED ANALYSIS OF AN INTEGRATED
TDWR/LLWAS ALERT SYSTEM
EVALUATED AT ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
DURING THE SUMMER OF 1992
Lloyd Stevenson
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center
During the summer of 1992, the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) Program
evaluated a system that provided wind shearand microburst alerts to pilots landing and departing
from Orlando International Airport. The demonstration took place over the 65-day period
starting May 4 and ending July 7. For a majority of the alert periods, tapes of the pilot/Local
Control radio communication channels were obtained for analysis. The tapes provided a
portrayal of airport runway operations during the alert periods, including any pilot reports
(PIREPs) of weather-related encounters.
This appendix presents the results of an operational analysis of the radio communication
tapes and other materials, and represents one component of the overall evaluation. The study
pursued two lines of investigation: (1) what happenedoperationally during the alert periods, and
(2) what would have been the operational impact of alternative alert schemes?
Relative to “what happenedoperationally,” the primary findings are:
l

l

The tested systemperformed well overall, basedon pilot reports, and
There were two surprises resulting in recommendations concerning the issuance
of alerts by controllers.

Relative to “‘the operational impact of alternative alert schemes,” the primary findings are:
l

l

post-1990 software changes significantly improved the quality of the alert
service provided by TDWR, and

The

System integration provides a superior overall alert service over what would be
provided by either TDWR or the Phase-3 Low Level Wind Shear Alert System
(LLWAS) as stand-alonealert systems.

The U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, ANR-150,
sponsored the work presented in this appendix. The Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center of the U.S. Department of Transportation conducted the operational analysis. The
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology’s Lincoln Laboratory provided technical support.
BACKGROUND
Wind shear in general and microbursts in particular are of concern to landing and departing
pilots. One FAA activity addressingthis concern is the development of TDWR.
The 1992 demonstration was one of a series of such demonstrations conducted by the
TDWR Program since 1988. The series has served as a vehicle for perfecting the basic TDWR
system and associated weather products and for investigating advanced TDWR-related system
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concepts and services. The 1992 demonstration involved an Integrated TDWR/LLWAS Alert
System consisting of functional prototypes of both TDWR and LLWAS-3.
Alert terminology--In issuing an alert to a landing/departing pilot, the procedure called for
Local Control to start by identifying it as either a “wind shear alert” or a “microburst alert.”
Wind shear alerts were of two kinds: (1) “gain” alerts (e.g., 20-kt gain 2-Mile Final), which were
used to identify areasof increasing head winds associatedwith such wind shear features as gust
fronts, and (2) “loss” alerts (e.g., 20-kt loss 2-Mile Final), which were used to identify areasof
decreasing head winds associatedwith weak microbursts. Loss alerts for intensities of 30 knots
or more were identified as microburst alerts to highlight the greaterpotential hazard.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The analysis covered at least 79 percent of the “alert” wind shears that occurred
during the demonstration. The on-site demonstration team logged 130 wind shear
features as possibly causing alerts to be issued to pilots landing and departing Orlando
International Airport during the 65-day demonstration. The pilot-controller radio
communication tapes were analyzed for 103 (or 79 percent) of* the 130 wind shear
features, which resulted in the analysis of 39 alert periods lasting a total of 10 hours.
2. Pilots received alerts from two systems during the demonstration: (1) TDWR-based
alerts from May 4 though June 19, while the Integrated TDWR/LLWAS Alert Software
Packageunderwent its pre-demonstration checkout, and (2) integrated alerts from June 20
through the end of the demonstration on July 7. The 39 examined alert periods includes
periods when pilots received TDWR-based alerts and periods when pilots received
integrated alerts.
3. Both alert systems used during the demonstration performed well in providing timely
alerts of significant wind shear conditions. The 105 PIREPs received from landing and
departing pilots during the 39 examined alert periods support this finding.
4. An examination of the alerts issued by Local Control identified two innovations being
used by at least some of the controllers and one potential problem area.
Innovation one: “adjacent-airspace-ale& advisories-One third of the alerts issued by
Local Control did not affect the air crews directly but advised them of an alert in effect for
some adjacent airspace. These situations primarily involved lauding air crews being advised
of an alert in effect for the airspaceoff the departureend of the arrival runway.
RECOMMENDATION-The
apparent use of “adjacent-airspace-alert” advisories as
heads-up information for landing pilots in the event of a missed approach should be
examined for possible inclusion into the formal guidelines to controllers on the
issuance of alerts that will accompany the introduction of the operational system.
Perhaps,these extra alerts could be issued on a “time-permitting” basis.
Innovation two: use of non-standard phraseology-Controllers used non-standard
phraseology in issuing three quartersof those alerts that located wind shearon the runway.
Instead of using the standardphraseology of “over the runway” in those cases,the controllers
substituted in the phrase“approach end of the runway” or “departure end of the runway” in
an apparent attempt to provide more detailed location information.
Potential problem area: ‘cnon-issued9’alerts-Local Control did not issue 22 percent of
the alerts called for during the 39 examined alert periods. These situations occurred at alert
startup when Local Control did not issue the alert in effect to the first one or more air crews.
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RFXOMMRNDATION-This
number of ‘$on-issued” alerts may warrant a reexamination of the means used to’ &t contr&er attention at alert startup, a problem
area identified in earlier demonstrations.
5. Trend is for increasing pilot utilization of alerts for microburst avoidance-Relative to
earlier demonstrations, more pilots used the issued alerts to avoid microburst encounters.
For example, in the 1990 TDWR Demonstration at Orlando, a pilot landed/departedwith
a microburst alert in effect, on average, once every one to two days over the
demonstration period. This averagewas reduced to one pilot every ten days during the
1992 Demonstration, representing a significant improvement in microburst avoidance.
6. One pilot that landed with a microburst alert in effect experienced difficulty--The pilot,
who had been issued a 30-knot microburst alert, advised Local Control after landing that
nobody else should land to which the controller observed: “You sure beat that one by a
whisker . . . . . .just as you got to the other side of it, we had a microburst alert with a
60-knot loss on 3-Mile Final.”
7. The following are the results of a “what if’ comparison of four alert systems/softwares
relative to what their operational impact would have been over the 39 examined alert
periods:
a. TDWR with 1990 software would have maximized alert activity---TDWR with
1990 software, as a stand-alone alert system, would have maximized the alert
activity during the demonstration with 13.5 hours of overall alert period duration
and 233 air crews being issued an alert.
b. The post-1990 software changes safely and significantly reduced TDWR alert
activity-The post-1990 TDWR software changes significantly reduced TDWR
alert activity by: (1) 21 percent in terms of overall alert duration during the
demonstration [from 13.5 to 10.7 hours], (2) 36 percent in terms of the number of
air crews issued an alert [from 233 to 148 air crews], and (3) 68 percent in terms
of the number of air crews issued a microburst alert [from 66 to 21 air crews]. An
examination of the associatedPIREPs suggeststhat the reduction in alert activity
was justified.
c. LLWAS would have minimized alert activity--The LLWAS channel of the
integrated TDWR/LLWAS system, as a stand-alone alert system, would have
minimized the alert activity during the demonstration with 5.7 hours of overall
alert period duration and 87 air crews being issued an alert. It should be noted
that LLWAS alert coverage did not start until 2-Mile Final during the
demonstration versus 3-Mile Final for TDWR, which, in part, explains the fewer
alerts.
d. TDWRILLWAS integration into a single alert system would have provided a
superior overall alert service-The integration of TDWR and LLWAS into a
single alert system has the potential to increase alert coverage, improve alert
timeliness, decreaseextraneousalerts, and improve alert accuracy relative to what
either system can do alone. The demonstration provided examples in each of
these areas. With integration, alert activity during the 39 examined alert periods
would have been 10.5 hours in overall alert period duration and 141 air crews
would have been issued an alert. This representsa slight decreasein alert activity
over the TDWR channel alone and a sharp increase over the alert activity
exhibited by the LLWAS channel alone.
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8. Generalizing these operational results from Orlando to other airports is complicatedGeneralizing these results to other airports is complicated by the fact that the Orlando
wind shear environment representsa relatively benign versus a worst-case demonstration
site from an operational viewpoint. Relative to other airports, the Orlando, summer, wind
shearenvironment is characterizedby: (1) few gust fronts, and they tend to be weak, and
(2) numerous microbursts, but the “wet” atmospheric conditions at Orlando allow pilots
and controllers to associate/locate microbursts with rain shafts at the surface versus
having to deal with them in “clear air.”
ANALYSIS COVERED AT LEAST 79 PERCENT OF THE “ALERT”
THAT OCCURRED DURING THE DEMONSTRATION

WIND SHEARS
.

The on-site demonstration team maintained a log of all observedwind shearfeatures that may
have generated alerts at Orlando International Airport together with the maximum observed
change in horizontal wind speed with distance observed for each of the features. Of the 130
wind shear features logged over the nine-week demonstration, 79 percent [or 1031 have been
included in the analysis. Specifically, the analysis includes: (1) 91 percent [or 861 of the 94
logged microbursts, which ranged in their maximum observed intensities from 20 to 70 knots,
and (2) 47 percent [or 171 of the 36 logged gust fronts and sea breezes, which ranged in their
maximum observedintensities from 15 to 25 knots.
The 103 wind shear events included in the analysis resulted in 39 alert periods that lasted a
total of 612 minutes or slightly over 10 hours. The alert periods ranged in duration from less
than 1 minute up to 38 minutes and averaged15 minutes.
There is no formal definition as to what constitutes an alert period. For analysis purposes, an
alert period was defined to start with the first alert generatedfor the airport and to end whenever
alerts for the airport ceasedto be generatedfor a period in excessof five minutes. Consequently,
a startup of alerts in less than six minutes after they had ceased was considered to be a
continuation of the original alert period.
WHAT HAPPENED
PERIODS

OPERATIONALLY

DURING

THE 39 EXAMINED

ALERT

This section is concernedwith the alerts issued to pilots by Local Control without taking into
account their source (i.e., whether they were TDWR-based or integrated alerts). An analysis of
the generatedalerts by sourceis presentedin the next section.
Runway Operations CeasedMany Times and for a Variety of Reasons
Either arrival runway operations or departure runway operations or both operations ceased
for at least 5 minutes during 21 of the 39 alert periods examined. Operations ceased 23 times
during these 21 alert periods for periods lasting up to 30 minutes and averaging 15 minutes in
duration. Overall the operations ceased for 6 of the 10 hours that alerts were in effect. The
communication tapes permitted at least some of the factors influencing the cessation of runway
operations to be identified in each of the 23 cases.
8 of the 23 periods did not involve microburst alerts but involved such factors as: (1)
pilot decisions not to land or take off due to the appearance of the weather in the
vicinity of the airport ‘and/or wind shear alerts being in effect, or (2) an Air Traffic
management decision to shift runways or to restrict Orlando departures based on
TRACON/ARTCC traffic managementconsiderations.
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15 of the 23 periods involved microburst alerts. Pilots declined to land or to take off
and operations ceased on the impacted runtiay at or shortly after the startup of the
microburst alerts. In some cases,operations ceasedbefore microburst alert startup
due to the factors listed above.
An Examination of the Alerts Issued by Local Control Identified Two Innovations and One ,
Potential Probbm,Area
An examination of the alerts generatedby the system and the alerts verbally issued by Local
Control to landing/departing pilots indicates that 157 air crews did receive or should have
received an alert:
25 of the 157 air crews were involved with situations where Local Control did not
issue the alert in effect for the air crew. Almost all of these situations involved the
first one or more air crews not being issued an alert after alert startup. This number of
“non-issued” alerts may warrant a re-examination of the means used to get controller
attention at alert startup, which was also identified as a problem area in earlier
demonstrations.
41 of the 157 air crews were involved with situations where Local Control advised
the air crew of an alert in effect for some adjacent airspace and primarily involved
landing air crews being advised of an alert in effect for the airspaceoff the departure
end of the arrival runway. The innovation of “adjacent-airspace-alert” advisories as
heads-upinformation to pilots in the event of a missed approach appearsto have been
well received by the involved pilots and should be examined for possible inclusion
into the formal guidelines to controllers on the issuanceof alerts that will accompany
the introduction of the operational system.
91 of the 157 air crews were involved with situations where Local Control issued the
appropriate alert that was directly applicable to the airspace that was to be traversed
during landing or takeoff.
The secondinnovation involved the 132 air crews that received either a “directly-applicable”
alert or an “adjacent-airspace-alert” advisory and, specifically, the 61 air crews that received an
alert/advisory that located the wind shearon the runway. In an apparent attempt to provide more
detailed location information, controllers substituted in the phrase “approach end of the runway”
or “departure end of the runway” in issuing 47 [or 77 percent] of the 61 alerts/advisories instead
of using the standardphraseology “over the runway.”
Pilot Utilization of Issued Alerts
Prior to the demonstration, some of the airlines operating out of Orlando were knsvvn to have
instructed their pilots not to continue their landing or takeoff on receiving a microburst alert, if at
all possible.
Table A-l characterizesthe “directly-applicable” alerts verbally issued to pilots during the 39
alert periods in terms of the intensity of the alert issued and the action taken by the pilot as to
whether the landing/takeoff was completed or delayed. The table shows that: (1) few “gain”
wind shear alerts were issued, as one would expect given the Orlando wind shear environment,
and (2) few microburst alerts were issued directly to pilots, as one would expect given that
runway operations ceased at microburst alert startup or shortly thereafter. Alert updates
broadcast for status information during these operational pauses and not directed to specific
aircraft actively in the processof landing or taking off were not included in the table. In terms of
wind shear avoidance, 1 (or 12 percent) of the 8 air crews issued a “gain” wind shear alert
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declined to land, 10 (or 14 percent) of the 70 air crews issued a “loss” wind shear alert declined
to land or take off, and 7 (or 54 percent) of the 13 air crews explicitly issued a microburst alert
declined to land or take off with the alert in effect.
Table A-l
Pilot Utilization of “Directly-Applicable”
Alerts
Issued to Pilots During the 39 Examined Alert Periods
Operational Outcome
Number of
Air Crews
Issued Such
an Alert

Pilot Landed

Pilot Did Not
Complete
Landing

Pilot Took
Off

Pilot Delayed
Takeoff

Higher

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Subtotal

13

4

2

2

5

TOTAL

91

48

8

25

10

Alert Actually
Issued to Pilot
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Table A-2 shows the corresponding situation for the issued “adjacent-airspace-alert”
advisories. It is seenthat 6 of the 10 air crews issued a microburst alert advisory for a microburst
in some adjacent airspacedeclined to land or take off.
Table A-2
Pilot Utilization of “Adjacent-Airspace-Alert”
Advisories
Issued to Pilots During the 39 Examined Alert Periods

Issued to Pilot

Table A-3 presents the operational details of the six air crews that proceeded to land or take
off after receiving a “directly-applicable” microburst alert. It is seen from the table that four of
air crews proceeded to land or take off into rapidly improving wind shearconditions that dropped
to wind shear status within a minute of the microburst alert being issued to the air crew and that
in one other case the microburst alert was a false alarm due to a faulty LLWAS sensor. In only
one of these five caseswas the air crew possibly notified of the improving/correct wind shear
situation. This apparent ability to correctly evaluate the wind shear situation out the cockpit
window is probably due to the Orlando wind shear environment which permits pilots to “see”
microbursts in terms of blowing precipitation in close associationwith rain shafts.
However, one casemakes the point that this out-the-window capability to correctly evaluate
microburst situations is less than perfect among Orlando pilots. After landing, one pilot, who
had been issued a 30-knot microburst alert, advised Local Control that nobody else should land
to which the local controller observed: “You sure beat that one by a whisker.. . . . .just as you got
to the other side of it, we had a microburst alert with a 60-knot loss on 3-Mile Final.”

Table A-3
Details of the Six Air Crews that Proceeded to Land or Take Off
After Being Issued a Microburst Alert
Runway,
Greenwich
Mean Time,
and Date
of the
Operation
Runway
36R Arrival
at 1809
GMT on
6-15-92

! Runway 17
Arrival at
1646 GMT
on 6-20-92

PIREP
Content

Details of the Landing or Takeoff

40-knot loss
1-Mile Final

Smooth, + 10
knots at 200
feet

This was the first approach to Runway 36R after a
runway shift during the alert period. Wind shear
conditions were imerovina rapidlv on Runway 36R at
the time in that alerts dropped to wind shear status
[-25KTS/RWY] within a minute of the pilot receiving the
microburst alert. The pilot was not advised of the
status change directly but may have overheard the
next pilot to contact Local Control for landing clearance
receive a wind shear alert.

30-knot loss
2-Mile Final

No PIREP

This was the first alert issued to an air crew
approaching Runway 17 during the alert period. J(&J
shear conditions were improving in that alerts dropped
to wind shear status [-25KTSMMFJ one minute after
the pilot received the microburst alert. Local Control
did not advise the pilot of the change in status.

Issued Alert
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Table A-3
(Continued)
Runway,
Greenwich
Mean Time,
and Date
of the
Operation

Issued Alert

Details of the Landing or Takeoff

PIREP
Content

1 Runway
36R
Departure
at 1656
GMT on
6-20-92

35knot loss
Departure
End

No PIREP

This was the first departure from Runway 36R after a
runway shift during the alert period. Wind she%
Conditions were imerovina raoidly on Runway 36R in
that alerts dropped to wind shear status [QOKTS/RWYj
one minute after the pilot received the microburst alert.
In addition, the pilot turned sharply after takeoff in
order to avoid the rain shaft at the departure end of the
runway. Controller and pilots commonly use rain
shafts as markers to locate microbursts at Orlando
International Airport.

k Runway
18R Arrival
at 1837
GMT on
6-23-92

35knot loss
over runway

No PIREP

This was a false alert caused by a bad LLWAS sensor
as noted in the daily log maintained by the on-site
demonstration team. The LLWAS channel was
temporarily taken out of service shortly after this
aircraft landed.

i Runway 17
Departure
at 2119
GMT on
7-06-92

35knot loss
Departure
End

No PIREP

This was the first departure from Runway 17 after
departure operations had ceased for 8 minutes due to
microburst alerts being in effect and other
thunderstorm activity in departure airspace. Wind
shear conditions were imorovina raoidly at the time on
Runway 17 in that alerts dropped to wind shear status
[-25KTS/RWY] within a minute of the pilot receiving the
microburst alert. In addition, the pilot turned sharply
after takeoff in order to avoid the rain shaft and
associated wind shear at the end of the departure end
of the runway.

i Runway 17
Arrival at
2044 GMT
on 7-07-92

25knot loss
3-Mile Final

Advise
nobody land
on17

The alert period started seconds before this pilot
requested landing clearance. Wind shear conditions
were worsenina rapidly during the approach as
evidenced by the two alerts issued to the pilot and the
comment made by Local Control to the pilot shortly
after landing ‘You sure beat that one by a
whisker...just as you got to the other side of it, we had
a microburst alert with a 60-knot loss at 3-Mile Final.”
Arrival operations ceased after this landing.

Updated to
30-knot loss
3-Mile Final
85 sec. later
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In contrast to earlier demonstrations,this demonstration suggeststhat more pilots are seeking
to avoid microburst encounters. For example, during the 1990 Orlando TDWR Demonstration
pilots took off or landed after being issued a microburst alert once every one to two days, on
average [i.e., 29 air crews did so over the 37&y demonstration]. However, during the 1992
Demonstration, this average was reduced to roughly once every ten days [i.e., six air crews
landed or took off after being issued a microburst alert over the 65day demonstration].
Pilot use of issued alerts for microburst avoidanceis key if the envisioned safety benefit is to
be realized by the deployed system. The 1992 Demonstration suggestsa trend that favors the
future realization of the system’s envisioned safety benefit.
System Peflomed Well Overall Based on Pilot Reports
PIREPs of the wind and weather conditions observed/experiencedby pilots were received
from 31 of the 91 air crews that received a “directly-applicable” alert and from an additional 74
landing/departing air crews during the 39 examined alert periods. Based on these 105 PIREPs,
the system, overall, provided landing/departing pilots with timely alert coverageof all significant
wind shearconditions.

”
3

TDWR and the Integrated TDWR/LLWAS alert systemswere not designed to provide alert
coverage for all wind-related encounters experienced by landing/departing pilots. Table A-4
characterizes the four encounters not provided alert coverage during the 39 examined alert
periods. A review of the Doppler and mesonet data indicated that the encounters involved two
wind conditions not provided alert coverage: (1) thermals, and (2) periods of strong, gusty
surface winds that are not in close association with an area of organized with shear (e.g., a gust
front or microburst).

-

I

-Table A-4
Four Encounters Reported by Pilots that Were Not Provided
Alert Coverage by the Tested System
During the 39 Examined Alert Periods
Runway, Greenwich
Mean Time and Date
of the Operation

PIREP Content

I Pilot landed on
Runway 17 at 1551
GMT on 6-05-92

Winds are real strong.. .
the following pilot may want to
30 around

A review of the Doppler data suggests that the
aircraft encountered strong, turbulent, surface
cross winds associated with a macroburst’s
outflow. The airport’s centerfield wind at the
time of the encounter was 240 degrees at
15 knots, gusting to 40 knots. The system did
not generate alerts in this case because a
microburst was not involved and the outer
edge of the outflow did not trigger gust-frontbased alerts for it was delineated by a broad
area of slowly increasing wind speeds rather
than by the narrow band of sharply increasing
wind speeds [i.e., wind shear] that typically
defines a gust front.

? Pilot landed on
Runway 18R at
2220 GMT on
6-20-92

Pretty good sinker at 800 feet

A review of the Doppler data suggests that this
and the next aircraft encountered a weak gust
front outflow from a distant microburst, not an
mearent alert situation.

3 Pilot landed on
Runway 18R at
2222 GMT on
6-20-92

Sained 15 to 20 knots at
300 feet

See the above entry.

# Pilot took off from
Runway 18L at
2244 GMT on
6-30-92

Lost 15 to 20 knots at
1000 feet

Nothing was seen in the Doppler data
suggesting that the aircraft encountered some
sort of small-scale, wind shear feature [e.g., a
thermal], not an alert situation.

qote: (1)

(2)
(3)

“Best Guess” Explanation as to Why Alert
Coverage Was Not Provided in This Case

Results are based on a review of the 39 examined alert periods for those pilots for which an
alert was not generated yet repotted a relatively intense encounter (i.e., an airspeed
variation in excess of 15 knots, moderate or greater turbulence, any indication of a
downflow, or any suggestion that extra caution was advisable).
The Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) refers to the time that Local Control issued
landing/takeoff clearance to the pilot.
These explanations are based on discussions with Lincoln Laboratory personnel who had
access to the stored Doppler weather radar and Mesonet data for the pertinent periods.
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A “WHAT IF” COMPARISON OF FOUR ALERT STRATEGIES
THEIR IMPACT OVER THE 39 EXAMINED ALERT PERIODS

RELATIVE

TO

Four alert systems/softwareswere examined relative to what their operational impact would
have been over the 39 examined alert periods: (1) the Integrated TDWR/LLWAS System, (2)
the TDWR channel of the Integrated System as a stand-alone alert system, (3) the LLWAS
channel as a stand-alonealert system, and (4) TDWR as a stand-alone alert system but using the
alert software as it existed in 1990. Table A-5 compares the four alternatives in terms of the
overall system alert activity that would have occurred. The left side of the table compares the
two versions of TDWR as stand-alone alert systems to the Integrated TDWRiLLWAS system
and shows an overall decreasein alert activity. The right side of the table comparesLLWAS as a
stand-alonealert system to the Integrated TDWR/LLWAS system and shows an overall increase
in alert activity.
The earliest form of the alert systems/softwares examined was TDWR as a stand-alone
system using 1990 alert software. Major modifications were made to the TDWR software after
1990 to reduce the extent that “nuisance” alerts occurred and to improve the overall accuracy of
the alerts issued to pilots. It is seen from Table A-5 that this alternative would have maximized
alert activity during the 1992 Demonstration in terms of the amount of time that the runways
were under aIert status at 808 minutes or 13.5 hours and the number of air crews issued an alert
at 233 air crews.
The second alternative was TDWR as a stand-alonealert system using 1992 software. In the
1992 Demonstration, use of TDWR as a stand-alonealert system with 1992 versus 1990 software
would have reduced alert activity by: (1) 21 percent in terms of overall alert duration [ 10.7
versus 13.5 hours], (2) 36 percent in terms of the number of air crews for which an alert was
generated [148 versus 233 air crews], and (3) 68 percent in terms of the number of air crews for
which a microburst alert was generated[21 versus 66 air crews].
PIREPs support the reduction in alert activity in that the worst-case encounter reported by
those pilots that would have received: (1) an alert with the 1990 software but not with the 1992
software was for a “15-knot gain,” a threshold-level encounter, or (2) a microburst alert with the
1990 software but a “loss” wind shear alert with the 1992 software was for a “20~knot gain,” a
less-than-microburst-intensity encounter.
The third alternative was the LLWAS channel of the integrated TDWR/LLWAS alert system
as a stand-alone alert system using 1992 software. It is seenfrom Table A-5 that this alternative
would have minimized alert activity during the 1992 Demonstration in terms of the overall .
amount of time that the runways were under alert status at 5.7 hours and the number of
operations issued an alert at 87 air crews. This “ruinimum” finding may not be representativeof
airports with a high ratio of gust fronts to microbursts relative to Orlando’s wind shear
environment, such as at Denver’s Stapleton International Airport.

Alert System/Software

Table A-5
Comparison Relative to Alert Activity

Alert Software

90 minsheek
Number of Air

The fourth and final alternative was the integrated TDWR/LLWAS alert system using the
1992 software. Tables A-6 and A-7 present the impact of integration over what the individual
TDWR and LLWAS channels would have done as stand-alone alert systems over the 39
examined alert periods. From the tables, one sees the extent that integration increased alert
coverage, improved alert timeliness, decreasedextraneous alerts, and improved alert accuracy
relative to what either TDWR or LLWAS would have done alone.
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Table A-6
Impact of TDWR/LLWAS Integration
on Alerts Generated by the TDWR Channel
Envisioned Impact of Integration
on TDWR-based Alerts
1. Reduction in potential nuisance

alerts [i.e., elimination of all “gain”
wind shear alerts and 15-knot
“loss” wind shear alerts not
confirmed by the LLWAS
channel]

The “What If” Results Relative to the
39 Examined Alert Periods
34 air crews that would have received a TDWR-based
alert would not have received an integrated alert...the
PlREPs support the elimination of these alerts in that the
most intense encounter reported by this group was for a
“1 O-knot gain last 400 feet,” a non-alert situation.

2. More accurate alerts involving
gust fronts, microbursts and
outflows that could intensify to
microburst alert status

23 air crews that would have received a TDWR-based
alert would also have received an integrated alert but
with some difference in terms of the wind shear intensity
and/or location estimates...the PlREPs only provided
sufficient detail in one case for a comparison and that
case supports the downgrading of a TDWR-based,
microburst alert to an integrated, “loss” wind shear alert.
The PIREP was for “1 O-knot gain, then a I e-knot loss
and strong lateral winds.”

3. Expanded alert coverage of gust
fronts

20 air crews that would not have received a TDWRbased alert would have received an integrated, “gain”
wind shear alert...the PlREPs tend to support the
integrated alerts [i.e., “gained 20 knots on Short Final”
and “30-knot tail wind, going around”], but there were
also four PlREPs indicating something to the effect that
“little or nothing was encountered.”

4. Expanded alert coverage of

7 air crews that would not have received a TDWR-based
alert would have received an integrated, “loss” wind
shear alert...the sole PIREP received from this group
does not support the integrated alerts in this case in that
the pilot reported “no change in airspeed.”

outflows that could intensify to
microburst alert status

5. More timely alerts

1 air crew would have received a more timely integrated
alert in the form of a “gain” wind shear alert versus a later
TDWR-based alert....the PIREP received from this pilot
supports the integrated alert, “gained 12 to I5 knots at
450 feet.”

6. A resulting change in overall alert 2% decrease in overall alert duration [lo.5 versus 10.7
activity
hours] and a 5% decrease in terms of the number of air
crews issued an alert [141 versus 148 air crews]. These
modest decreases reflect the low ratio of gust fronts to
microbursts impacting Orlando International Airport.
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Table A-7
Impact of TDWRILLWAS Integration
on Alerts Generated by the LLWAS Channel

status.

status.

More timely alerts involving
microbursts and outflows that
could intensify to microburst alert
status.

One also finds in the tables that the PIREPs tend to support the extensive changesintroduced
by integration overall but that the support is modest to nonexistent in certain instances. It is
suggested that this is due to two factors related specifically to Orlando and the 1992
Demonstration: (1) Orlando pilots experience and report few sianificant wind shear encounters
relative to other airports; such as Stapleton International Airport, becausethe pilots tend to be
skilled at using the visual cues available in the wet, Orlando environment to “see” and avoid
microbursts and outflows that could increase to microburst alert status, and (2) the 1992
Demonstration provided surnrisinrrlv few PIREPs overall with which to evaluate the alternative
alert systems/softwares.
LOST PIREPs
It is clear from the communication tape analysis done for this study that the taping method
used during the demonstration did not record alI the PIREPs provided by landing pilots. The
taping was done at the TDWR site, which was located some miles from the airport. Apparently,
there were line-of-sight problems between the radio antenna at the radar site and portions of the
airport’s runways and taxiways. At times throughout the demonstration, Local Control could be
heard on the communication tapes requesting PIREPs from pilots that had just landed, but no
replies could be heard except for the pilot keying the microphone in making a response.Based on
listening to the tapes, it is believed that a substantial number of PJXEPs were lost during the
1992 Demonstration.
If communication tapes are to be saved for possible analysis during future demonstrations,
the issue of “lost PIREPs” due to off-airport taping of Local Control-pilot radio communications
should be addressed.
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